Meet better.

The modern workplace
A new era of workplace transformation is upon us. Rapid advancements
in office technology enable dynamic working modes, increasing flexibility,
collaboration, and connectivity.
In a world of such daring changes, information is passed quickly,
frequently, and directly. Millions of meetings are scheduled and
held on a daily basis, but more doesn’t always mean better.

More people are having more meetings
With the number of meetings increasing, office space has become
the second-biggest expense for organizations. And when these are
badly planned and managed, their effects are reflected in poor
office workforce satisfaction and lack of productivity.

Joan is the answer
Built on ten years of customer feedback, Joan was designed to upgrade
your meeting culture and introduce leading meeting room management
to the modern workplace.
With Joan, the time needed to find a meeting room is reduced to zero.
Which in turn increases the productivity of meetings and saves company
time and money.

Before Joan, we had no clear indicator of who was having a meeting and
when. Now it’s all there on the display. Joan cleared up all those problems.
It just works for us.
—Russel Berman, IT Manager at Virgin Management

The three traits of
the modern office

Optimize
scheduling & finding

Joan eliminates time and space wasters by delivering scheduling and
wayfinding information. Interactive, real-time, and sustainable, Joan
will help you improve your scheduling & finding, office experience,
and office efficiency.

Quickly find and schedule everything you might need in an office.
Meetings, free meeting rooms, desks, huddle spaces or even co-workers.
Book meetings on the spot, through your existing desktop calendar or
your mobile phone.

$300,000

are lost looking for a place to meet
in an average SMB each year.

Elevate your
office experience

Boost
office efficiency

Joan integrates into your office and eliminates what bothers office
workers the most. Meeting room interruptions, double bookings,
and no-show meetings. It takes your meeting culture to the next
level and, thanks to its customization features, adopts your
company logo, style, and language in no time.

Take control of your office and stop squandering resources. Joan
detects and eliminates any unattended meetings, uncluttering your
calendar and freeing up space and time, while saving unnecessary
rental costs. Take the guesswork out of your office management
with Joan’s meeting room usage analytics.

$30,000

1,400 meeting hours

per employee in an average SMB are lost
each year to meeting interruptions.

or almost $70,000 are lost each year due
to unattended meetings in an average SMB.

Joan 6

Joan 13

Simple. Flexible. Frictionless.

Smart. Slick. Seamless.

Remote or on-the-spot booking on an interactive touch screen.
Our most popular Joan device comes with advanced Wi-Fi encryption
and meeting room analytics for a comprehensive overview of your
resources. The best choice for companies that experience meeting
interruptions or double bookings.

Built to be a versatile information board, Joan 13 adapts to your needs.
Use it to check a single room’s availability and upcoming meetings, show
your co-workers’ status, or display the occupancy of up to 9 meeting
rooms at once. Although ideal for finding and scheduling, the device can
also be applied in areas such as hospitality, wayfinding or transportation.

6-inch (4:3) interactive screen

13.3-inch (4:3) non-touch screen

Full capacitive touch screen interface

Supports multiple rooms

Up to 3 months battery autonomy

Up to 12 months battery autonomy

Available in slate gray or graphite black

Available in slate gray or graphite black

Joan on any device
Your hardware. Joan’s functionalities.
Navigate the workplace transformation your way. Selecting Joan’s
Premium plan allows you to add Joan’s functionalities to your own device.
Joan integrates with smart TV sets, digital signage and tablet devices*.
The best choice for those who enjoy our software, but are not looking
for a hardware upgrade.
* Currently in Alpha phase.

Basic

Standard

Premium

Pillars

Joan 6 & Joan 13

Joan 6 & Joan 13

Joan 6, Joan 13 & BYOD

Scheduling & finding

Real-time booking*
View meeting information
View upcoming meetings

Real-time booking*
View meeting information
View upcoming meetings
View meeting room status
View team availability**
View multiple room schedule**
Hot desking*

Real-time booking*
View meeting information
View upcoming meetings
View meeting room status
View team availability**
View multiple room schedule**
Hot desking*

Office Experience

Language
Custom logo

Language
Custom logo
Multiple use cases
Custom button*
Cisco Webex Teams

Language
Custom logo
Multiple use cases
Custom button*
Cisco Webex Teams
Cisco Webex Room integration
Amazon Alexa integration
Custom content
Magic check-in

Analysis & reports
No maintenance efforts

Analysis & reports
No maintenance efforts

Subscription plans
Joan’s features are not only tied to the size of the device, but also to
the subscription plan you choose. Our Basic plan offers Joan’s essential
features. The bread and butter of finding and scheduling. To step up your
office experience, choose our Standard plan. Enable a pleasant office
environment where productive people meet and work better. For the most
holistic office management, the Premium plan is the right choice for you.

Free access to our Premium plan for 30 days
Test all of Joan’s features first to find the right plan for you later. When you
buy your first Joan device you’ll receive free access to our Premium plan for
the first 30 days. After that, we’ll help you find the plan that best suits all of
your office managing needs.

Office Efficiency

ROI

Max ROI in meeting room AV cost
* available only on Joan 6

** available only on Joan 13

This table includes only the basic differences between various subscription plans. For a complete list of Joan’s features available per plan visit getjoan.com.

The simplest solution for the modern workplace

We partner with the best

From installation to use, Joan is created to fit, seamlessly and without hassle.

Joan’s partner program* merges the best AV platforms with over ten years of Visionect’s electronic paper experience.

Simple installation

Smooth onboarding

Highly efficient

Pays for itself

Channel partners

Strategic partners

Integrations

The devices are completely cordless and
can be attached to any surface, even glass.
Without tools, bolts or brackets.

Built with an intuitive user interface and a
smooth and tested user experience, Joan is
easy to deploy, manage, and use.

99% more energy efficient than LCDs, with
an unparalleled battery life, Joan is the most
sustainable solution on the market.

An ideal solution for those who want to
ensure ROI when investing in conference
room efficiency.

The biggest AV industry experts set to bringing
Joan to every corner of the globe and ensuring
a fast and seamless adoption.

Leading innovators of the communications,
e-commerce, and AI fields band together
to create a seamless office experience.

A frictionless work experience. Joan seamlessly
connects to existing tools used by millions of
office workers every day.

* Find more about the Joan partner program on getjoan.com/partner-program.

Cisco collaboration

Amazon partnership

Don’t interrupt your workflow. Chat to Joan in Cisco Webex Teams and
if Joan is connected to your Cisco Webex Room kit, book an empty room
by simply walking into it.

Alexa for Business is compatible with Joan. Book or release rooms,
ask for reservation info and manage your meeting schedule with
simple voice commands.

Much more than a device.

A 360° solution.

Hi!

Joan Portal

Mobile app

Joanbot

Room analytics

Warm welcome

Joan’s API

Manage everything in one place. The Joan Portal. Check
the battery and the Wi-Fi signal, adjust device settings,
and test beta features.

Bring your Joan along. Use our mobile app for booking,
canceling, overview, and easier management of your
meeting rooms.

Don’t interrupt your work in Slack or any other supported
chat application. Send a message to Joanbot instead and let
Joan schedule your meetings in the room of your choice.

Stop wasting company resources. Get a weekly report on
your company’s bookable space usage to check which rooms
are most popular and which ones are left unattended.

Joan automatically sends out a slick reminder email with
meeting details and instructions on where to go and who
to call in case of questions or changes.

Add Joan’s features to your applications, products,
and services and create your own smart office with
Joan’s free API.

Supports: G Suite (former Google Apps; Google Calendar); Office 365, Microsoft Exchange (Outlook); and iCalendar (.ics).

Joan is present in

Reserving meeting spaces for

Managing meeting spaces for

Available in

82

7,000+

2,000,000+

20+

countries worldwide

companies

users

languages

Joan is a product of Visionect
Visionect, the developer of Joan the award-winning room scheduling
solution, is the world leader in deploying electronic paper in environments
impossible before. Visionect technology is unparalleled in versatility,
ultra-low power consumption, ease of installation and simplicity of use.

info@getjoan.com • support@getjoan.com

getjoan.com

